NEW LETTER TO THE PUBLIC BY INSPECTOR ILIEVSKI:

Ademi demanded that the case be covered up, and Nuhiu reminded me that I have a family ...

Macedonia 08.07.2019 / 12:44

Inspector Gjorgji Ilievski sent a new lengthy letter to the public, this time addressed to the Director of the State Education Inspectorate, Tome Spiroski, against whom, as he said, he submitted a request for criminal charges due to negligent performance of service. In the letter, Ilievski tells the Prime Minister, Zoran Zaev, to look into the work of the Education Inspectorate.

The inspector reveals new details about what happened in the Inspectorate after he uncovered the affair that current officials progressed in the scientific titles at the Tetovo University, although their employment status was on hold. He reveals that Education Minister Arber Ademi asked him to cover up the case, and Deputy Interior Minister Agim Nuhiu reminded him that he had a family.

In the letter, Ilievski asks the director Tome Spiroski and the inspector Afrim Saljiu to apologize to the State Educational Inspectorate within 8 hours, because in that institution there are honest, conscientious and professional educational inspectors.

Prime Minister Zoran Zaev’s Office, the “second prime minister” Ali Ahmeti and all the domestic and foreign embassies in our country will be informed about this, as well as the mass media, in order for a society for all and the law to apply equally to all, he concludes in the letter.